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CONTRIBUTOR GUIDELINES

BOTTOM LINE UP FRONT
The content you are expected to deliver to the GBC should be raw factual
data that’s not subject to scrutiny. You should provide the content in a
concise format which will mirror the examples below. The content you send
to the GBC will be fact-checked using your citations and additional
research by our paid analysts. It will then be packaged into a briefing and
published to the GBC and our public channels.

All contributors and the content they provide to GBC will remain anonymous.

*Grayman Brief is not affiliated with Telegram or Signal.
*The content delivered on the Grayman Briefing does not necessarily reflect the thoughts/opinions of our partner
Superesse Straps, LLC.
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INTRODUCTION
When: Bi-Weekly or ASAP. As part of the agreement, we need content
contributed at least every other week. This is an acceptable timeline for
some content topics but keep in mind if a wide scale or newsworthy event
occurs, we would like to deliver it quickly. In that case, please prepare the
content and email it to us right away. What we don’t want are daily emails
with minor non-urgent news.
How: When collecting information on an approved topic, you should find 3
separate sources. Mainstream media (MSM) is a great source for
verification of rumors and claims found on social media. Telegram is a
great resource, especially for uncovering news you wouldn’t normally find
on MSM. We want direct links for your sources but will accept a screenshot
in some cases.
What: Only deliver content on the topics we approved. The content should
packaged as a final product and should be in keeping with the GBC theme.
You need to be a student of the GBC, you need to understand our theme
and what topics interest our readers. The best way to do this is to keep up
with our posts and use the search feature on our Classified Telegram
channel to find past briefs on the topic you have been selected for. This will
allow you to see the format and data type we post on.
Why: Having contributors with specific topical interests and experience in
various geographical regions allows us to better cover a broad range of
content for our subscribers. It frees up research time for our analysts and
allows us to delve into a topic that already has had a set of experienced
eyes do a onceover.

CONTENT SUBMISSION
All content should be submitted as timely as possible and sent via email.
Send to graymanbrief@superessestraps.com with subject line “GBC
Contributor - Topic”
Replace “Topic” with the topic your submitting i.e. Civil Unrest, Major
Crime Event, Supply Chain, etc.

All contributors and the content they provide to GBC will remain anonymous.

*Grayman Brief is not affiliated with Telegram or Signal.
*The content delivered on the Grayman Briefing does not necessarily reflect the thoughts/opinions of our partner
Superesse Straps, LLC.
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CONTENT FORMAT- CIVIL UNREST (EVENT
TRACKER)
Here’s the format for this topic. Remember you can always use the “search
feature” on our Classified Telegram channel to find past briefs on each
topic.

Civil Unrest: We are looking for a location, number of participants,
affiliation of participants, summary of events, and a date. See the format of
the below briefs excerpts. Note: While much of the content will be about
past events, we are also looking for “projected” and upcoming civil unrest
events. The coverage on civil unrest must be current and no older than a
week. We are looking for events in the U.S. but if major civil unrest in
occuring OCONUS and it could be relevant, we’ll accept it too. We are
looking for standalone summaries of each event.

New York City,  NY - 300+ Black Lives Matter protesters rallied to voice demands to defund police,
reenact eviction moratorium, and justice for Mike Rosado. The event was "mostly peaceful"
except for vandalism, trespassing, and assaults. The rally was held outside of the Met Gala, for
the Metropolitan Museum of Art's Costume Institute, where AOC and other elite gathered. At least
10 arrests were made. A Flyer for the "Fire them All" event read "The NYPD has a total financial
allocation of $11 billion per year. This money goes towards racist policing that destroys Black and
brown communities while people who are struggling do not get the resources they need. CARE,
not COPS, is the answer.” Antifa indirectly supported the event online with calls to end capitalism.
[September 20]

NYC, NY - 800+ protested against vaccine mandates along the streets of Brooklyn. [September 14]

Atlanta, Georgia - A small gathering of "Black Hammer" "anti-colonizers" protested in front of the
CDC headquarters in solidarity with Nicki Manaj to voice their distrust over vaccines and mask
guidance. The group chanted “Nicki Minaj told the truth to me. Fauci lied to me,” and “We are here
because the CDC has been lying to us for so long.” [September 15 and 17]

Washington DC -  400+ activists gathered in DC at an "End The Damn Wars" rally. Max Blumenthal
spoke at one event saying, "The new crisis is being exploited, the pandemic, to expand the
presidential power." The organizers for the event said, "We are demanding President Joe Biden
not only keep good on his promise to remove troops from Afghanistan, but we also demand
further action from this administration and Congress regarding the unauthorized wars, mass
surveillance programs and censorship legislation which target sovereign governments and
antiwar voices" [September 11]
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Austin, Texas - An "election-fraud" rally is planned for August 25 will see protestors calling for a
"full forensic audit" and changes to future election procedures. [Projected August 25]

Roseville, Minneapolis - Eco-terrorist sympathizers conducted a direct action at Corporation
Service Company’s (CSC Global) regional office in Roseville in a sign of solidarity with
environmental activists in Atlanta. The activist raided the offices, broke windows, and sprayed
graffiti on the walls with one message saying "hands off the Atlanta forest.” [August 18]
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CONTENT FORMAT- INFRASTRUCTURE &
SUPPLY CHAIN (RESEARCH, ANALYSIS)
Here’s the format for this topic. Remember you can always use the “search
feature” on our Classified Telegram channel to find past briefs on each
topic.

Infrastructure & Supply Chain: We are looking for content on recent
events that have caused disruptions to U.S. Infrastructure (electricity
blackouts, fuel outages at the pumps, water shortage, etc) and our supply
chain (taxes on cattle, delays at the ports, driver shortages, rail blockages,
drought effects on agriculture, mainstream media coverage leading to
increased demand such as the toilet paper crisis, etc). We want analysis in
addition to raw data. The analysis should be kept out of the initial content
summary and should only be included in the “debrief” section.

Supply Chain Brief: Fuel Line Shutdown

Colonial Pipelines, the same company that was hit by a ransomware attack earlier this year, has
shut down two of it's Texas-NC pipelines as a routine safety precaution leading up to Hurricane
Ida's landfall. They should return to full service once the storm moves out of the region but will
first undergo a start-up procedure to evaluate the lines.

Debrief: This shutdown is temporary and should not affect fuel supply unless it receives
mainstream media attention. In that case you may have a "run at the pumps" which would cause
temporary fuel shortages in the Southeast.

Supply Chain Brief: Delays, Workforce Decline, Shortages, and Price Hikes

The USDA announced declining wheat quality and production. Drought conditions in the Northern
Plains and Pacific Northwest have caused a 40% decline in wheat harvests. Corn harvests are also
seeing a weekly decline over the summer. Durum wheat, (the type used in pasta), is forecasted to
produce 37 million bushels this year, compared with 69 million bushels last year. Spring wheat,
(the type used in bread and cakes) is forecasted at 345 million bushels, down from 586 million
bushels last year.

Shipping ports are seeing delays at 4x normal operating timeframes. On average 10.5 billion tons
of goods are delivered by trucks. A shortage of an estimated 100,000 certified (CDL) drivers is
delaying deliveries and causing spoilage.
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This shortage equates to 525,000,000 less tons of goods reaching destinations. A federal
database showed that since the start of 2020, 70,000 driver applicants failed drug screening,
causing them to be dismissed.

Flooding in a key technology industry in China has caused mass evacuations and halted
production and delivery of essential tech and metals. During the flooding an alloy manufacturer
suffered an explosion. This single company produces 60,000 tonnes of alloy rods, high-silicon
aluminium alloy, and titanium products.

Meat packing workers are so understaffed that the U.S. House passed a bill back in March that
extends the work visas of immigrants working in the farming and meat industries (those in the
H-2A program). Now a push is being made to remove the cap on the number of visas that can be
extended. The H-2A program typically aids in worker shortages of seasonal agricultural
processors but the limited assistance doesn't provide relief for the year-round pork industry
which is already constrained causing price hikes and decreased exports.

The National Association of State Meat and Food Inspection Directors said the greatest threat to
the meat packing supply chain is a labor shortages, in part due to COVID-19, saying availability of
workers “was affected by employees who became sick or infected, absenteeism caused by fear,
and sometimes state or local health agencies.”

Debrief: Expect bread prices to increase. Expect common food staples to be in short supply. You'll
still be able to get most vegetables, fruits, and goods but some trips to the grocery could be
unsuccessful. Asian imported shipments continue to see delays due to both vessels being held
up at departures ports during typhoon season. Domestic supplies are suffering from both quality
and quality decreases due to extreme droughts and the inability for farmers and producers to get
viable goods into the market before expiration. This is due to rail and hauler delays caused by
manpower (workforce is opting to receive free government aid) and due to lack of trucker drivers.
Driving training courses are still delayed due to COVID-19 cancelations. Otherwise qualified
drivers are suffering from a self-imposed opioid epidemic and being kicked from schools.

Infrastructure Brief: California Power Shortage

BLUF: The California Independent System Operator (CAISO), announced power shortages will
cause more rolling blackouts. The energy situation in CA is in "extreme peril" according to the
Governor.

Here's a rundown of key points in what has become an annual crisis.

》30,000 in the Long Beach, California area lost power for hours due to infrastructure damage.

》Authorities in some California Counties order Electric Vehicle (EV) owners to halt charging
during peak hours.

》Over dependence on solar power caused at least one night of power shortages after 110 degree
heat and air conditioning energy consumption surpassed power obtained by solar panels.
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》Scheduled transmission line and generator maintenance by the state has been canceled day
after day in efforts to consume less power. The efforts will likely contribute to routine failures at a
later time thus causing more power outages.

》Lake Oroville (the state's second largest reservoir) houses a hydro-power plant which generates
electricity for up to 800,000 homes. It has been reduced to 20% capacity (due to water level
decreases) and will be forced into its first temporary shutdown leaving Californians with one less
power source. Hydro-power accounts for at least 13% of all CA energy.

》California's EV infrastructure is short 54,000 EV charging stations.

Debrief: EV vehicles continue to be a go-to product for environmentally conscious commuters
that don't understand the impact lithium mining has on third world countries nor seem to
understand where the power comes from that charges them. An EV uses 30 kilowatt hours to
travel a hundred miles, which is equivalent to the entire power usage of the average house per
day. The crisis in California stretches beyond their citizens' basic need to travel to and from work.
There is an over dependence on alternative energy. These are great options but the technology is
being used as political cannon fodder. It should be incorporated, but not for the sole reason of
replacing coal plants. California’s decision makers actions are creating Life Altering Events for
their citizens. We've outlined some tips to consider to assist in temporarily relieving shortage
issues. When the government's actions leave you without power they typically issue mandates
and suggestions to help you solve their problems. So here they are...

》Pre-cool your home or workspace by lowering your thermostat. Turn it off if you will be away
from home.
》Use a fan instead of air conditioning when possible.
》Use major appliances, like your dishwasher or washer and dryer, early in the morning
》Charge your electronic devices before the late afternoon
》Set your pool pump to run overnight instead of during the day.
》Keep your refrigerator full (with bottles of water if nothing else) and unplug your second
refrigerator if you have one.
》Adjust your thermostat to 78 degrees or higher, after cooling your home to below-normal levels
in the morning.
》Don’t charge your electric vehicle until after 10 p.m.
》Draw drapes and turn off unnecessary lighting.
》Limit the opening of refrigerators, a major user of electricity in most homes. The average
refrigerator is opened 33 times a day.
》Avoid using major appliances, such as your oven. Instead, cook on the stove, use a microwave
or grill outside.
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CONTENT FORMAT- CRIME TRENDS, MAJOR
INCIDENTS, MASS SHOOTINGS (EVENT
TRACKING, RESEARCH)
Here’s the format for this topic. Remember you can always use the “search
feature” on our Classified Telegram channel to find past briefs on each
topic.

Crime Trends, Major Events: This content should not include any
opinion or analysis. We are looking for statistics on crime that show
changes and trends. Major cities and national trends are fair game. If
triggering events are related please include them so our analysts can
confirm their effect on crime. For example if City A defunds their police
department or City B bans guns, yet crime increases (or actually
decreases), we want to know that. We are also looking for major events
such as a mass shooting, train derailment with mass casualties, large-scale
gang activity that is increasing above the norm, arrest of VIPs, politicians,
etc.

Crime Brief: Suspected Mass Shooting Investigations

In Denver last week, police were called out to a hotel near Coors Field where the MLB’s annual
All-Star Game is scheduled to occur Today. A maid reportedly located a "bunch of guns" in a
customer's room causing SWAT to respond. Police removed 16 long guns, body armor and more
than 1,000 rounds of ammunition. Four persons connected to the room were arrested. The case
was investigated as potential "mass shooting in the works." One suspect's recent Facebook post
said he was divorced and wanted to "go out in a big way." Suspects were charged on unrelated
crimes such as possession of a controlled dangerous substance with intent to distribute and
possession of a weapon by a previous offender.

Earlier this month, a suspect in Chicago was arrested after a maid reported the incident. He was
found in a hotel room overlooking a planned fireworks display. A rifle was recovered during the
incident.

Debrief: The 2017 Las Vegas Concert Shooting, which left 60 dead, placed increased pressure on
authorities to investigate cases with similarities.  While both these recent Denver and Chicago
arrests may have preempted a mass shooting, it's difficult to determine intent and foretell the
suspect's goal. It's also possible that these recent suspects were simply exercising their 2nd
Amendment rights. Even in Chicago, a city with an assortment of gun control laws, the
possession of certain rifles is still allowed under some conditions. In Denver it's likely no charges
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would have been filed if drugs and past offenses were not found. Police likely realized there were
no immediate charges for the "intent based " concern of a mass shooting so they simply charged
the suspects for other valid crimes. Recent reports indicate police believe neither case offered an
immediate threat to the public and that the Denver incident was related to a planned illegal
firearms transfer.

The concern here is the idea that previous high profile incidents involving firearms have severe
effects on law abiding citizens and often get used as motivation for citizens to report behavior that
should be considered normal but instead is looked at as extremist behavior. The idea is
troublesome that a man traveling, who secured his weapon in his hotel room, could be reported
and investigated as a potential shooter.

Mass Casualty Brief: UK Involuntarily Celibate Shooting

On August 12 in the United Kingdom (Plymouth), a 22yo man went on a 12 minute shooting spree
that left 5 others dead. The shooter then killed himself. He shot his mother, another woman, her
3yo child, another man, and another woman. The incident began at a residence where one was
shot, then moved to the streets where more were shot. It continued at a nearby park and on
another street where more victims were shot and killed. Police, including unarmed officers,
responded to the original scene in under 6 minutes.

He reportedly used a pump-action shotgun and possessed a shotgun certificate (firearms license).
He also had prior interaction with police over an assault allegation and subsequently had a
firearm confiscated (but later returned).

The killer has been found to have connections with a violent extremist organization (VEO) after his
online activity was found to exhibit involuntary celibate (Incel) ideology.

Police chief constable Shaun Sawyer said: "We are not considering terrorism or a relationship
with any far-right group."

National Counter Terrorism Network is investigating to determine if the attack should be
reclassified.

Debrief: An involuntarily celibate has a hatred of women (or men who are seen as not having
trouble "getting" a woman). In the U.S., more than 50 murders have been linked to the incel
movement which has seen an emergence with social media. The chief prosecutor in the North
West, Nazir Afzal, said: "That kind of extreme misogyny of the type we have seen here and in
terms of the incel community is a threat to all women and, ultimately, to all our communities."

One of the most prominent mass murders exposing the incel ideology was the 2014 stabbings and
shootings by Elliot Rodger, 22, which killed six people in Isla Vista, California.

A subset of the online misogynist “manosphere” are PUAs (Pick up Artists), MGTOWs (Men Going
Their Own Way) and MRAs (Men’s Rights Activists), who are known for their deep-seated
pessimism and profound sense of grievance against women.
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In an 11 minute video posted online just before the UK shooting, the killer said, "I know it's a
movie but I like to think sometimes I'm the Terminator or something. Despite reaching almost total
system failure he keeps trying to accomplish his mission." In other posts he said "mass
shootings are new phenomena that cannot be directly blamed on guns", "Plus there are a lot more
guns in Europe and the UK than people think", and "I can't attract women at all.”

Was the UK shooter a terrorist due to his connection with a violent extremist organization? I think
the better question is was this terrorism? It will depend on his connection with the victims and
what evidence is found (statements made or a note). Had he recently been turned down by a
woman? did his mother "trigger" him? Either way, it's important to have an understanding of
these VEOs so we know what signs to look for IOT to avoid, deter, or report potential hostile
actors. On another note, the UK has one of the strictest set of gun control laws there are. Expect
to see this "legal" gun owner used as political ammo IOT to further restrict guns in the UK. Expect
to see the UK police face backlash for not removing and keeping the firearm from the killer.

Crime Brief: National Summary

400 people were shot nationwide over the 4th of July weekend leaving more than 150 dead.  Crime
rises have forced 17 Walgreens to shut down due to organized retail theft and caused Target to
close as early as 5pm to avoid late night violence. In Chicago alone 92 people were shot this
weekend and they are on pace to break a national record of over 1000 murders in one year.
Shootings in NYC are up 73%.

Portland murders are up 800% (800 is not a typo)
NYC murders are up 22%
Minneapolis murders are up 56%
Philadelphia murders are up 40%
LA murders are up 27%

Debrief: The trend has been rising exponentially since May 2020. Avoid high population centers.
Get your CCP, carry it daily. Lobby locally to increase police funding. Avoid protests. Practice
grayman tactics to avoid drawing attention. Plan out necessary trips to high threat areas to learn
more about your operational environment.

Law and Order Brief: Crime Trends and Law Enforcement Crisis.

BLUF: Murders continue to rise as Law Enforcement Officers continue to leave the job.

CRIME
》33% rise in homicides (24% rise in 2020)
》The Midwest had highest increase in homicides while the South saw the least.
》Increase in Part 1 crime (murder, manslaughter, sex offenses, robbery, aggravated assault,
burglary, motor vehicle theft, and arson)
》Marginal decrease in Part 2 crime (simple assault, loitering, embezzlement, counterfeiting,
disorderly conduct, driving under the influence, drug offenses, fraud, gambling, liquor offenses,
stolen property, vandalism)
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》*The above crime data comes from various sources and UCR data from August 2021 but
according to data released by the FBI on September 27; violent crime in 2020 rose for the first
time in 4 years (5.6% increase over 2019) and homicides rose by 29.4% with more than 21,000
murders. This was the largest spike in murders since 1960. Homicides rose 10% in 2021 compared
to 2020. [Note that data is contradictory, we are researching the discrepancies]

ATTACKS ON LEO
》67 Ambush Attacks on officers (up 148% from 2020)
》220 Officers Shot this year
》40 Officers Killed by Gunfire

LEO EMPLOYMENT (MAN POWER)
》45% increase in the retirement rate
》20% increase in resignations
》63% decrease in new LEO recruitment (qualified applicants) and 5% decrease in hiring.

Debrief: Attacks on Law Enforcement Officers (LEO) and crime overall is on the rise. LEO man
power is at an all time low compounded by low morale, the defund movement causing less
training (in some cases less pay), bail reform, increased scrutiny, and unequal justice on LEOs to
satisfy the minority backed by political agendas.
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CONTENT FORMAT- DOMESTIC TERRORISM,
VIOLENT EXTREMISM (EVENT TRACKING,
RESEARCH)
Here’s the format for this topic. Remember you can always use the “search
feature” on our Classified Telegram channel to find past briefs on each
topic.

Terrorism and Extremism: We are looking for events of suspected
terrorism. Currently islamic extremist activity is being silenced on MSM so
keep an eye out for such events. We want coverage on violent events
(occurred/planned) involving Antifa, Proud Boys, BLM, racist or political
organizations/militias, far-left, far-right, etc. We are just as interested in
government actions (surveillance, arrests, etc) as we are direct actions by
the groups.

Terrorism Brief:  Inspired Homegrown Terrorism

In Texas, on August 29 Imran Ali Rasheed used a phone to summon a Lyft driver. He shot dead the
driver then drove the stolen vehicle to the Plano Police Department, rushed the lobby and opened
fire in an ambush on police. Police returned fire and killed the suspect who is believed to have
been inspired by a terrorist organization.

According to on the ground reporting Rasheed initially spoke to a civilian employee in the Police
Department lobby and said that there was a man "outside in the parking lot acting weird.”
Rasheed then left hoping to draw additional officers to the lobby. He returned wearing a mask and
carrying a semi-automatic pistol and opened fire.

Rasheed's neighbor said that he had never seen anyone in Rasheed's house and never saw
anyone come and go, explaining the lights were always off and blinds always closed.

Debrief: The FBI has opened an investigation after Rasheed left a "martyrdom letter" behind,
which the agent-in-charge said indicated he "may have been inspired by a foreign terrorist
organization.” We also found Rasheed was the subject of a 3 years long counter-terrorism
investigation from 2010 to 2013 and remained on a watch list. The FBI said in a release, "We
believe, at this point, that he was inspired by rhetoric or propaganda by foreign terrorist
organizations.” In 2013 the FBI closed their case saying Rasheed "didn’t pose a threat." Since
then, the FBI has reassigned manpower from Islamic extremist threats to domestic violent
extremism posed by far-right organizations. This paradigm shift in priorities compounded by a
resurgence of empowered Middle East borne terrorism, leaves the U.S. at risk. In Imran Ali
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Rasheed's case, the FBI has chosen not to reveal the organization that inspired him. In the bomb
threat outside the Library of Congress last month, the FBI revealed just hours later that the
suspect was a Trump supporter and listed far-right motivations for his actions. We've monitored
at least 5 other similar cases that were potentially inspired terrorist events but could not confirm
the motive due to the government's attempt to pass it off as another murder. For some reason
there appears to be constant efforts to dismiss and "hush" radical Islamic terrorism and keep a
focus on domestic violent far-right extremism. With the Taliban retaking Afghanistan, not only will
we see new grounds for terrorists to train but the posture of our current administration has
displayed weakness and created an array of propaganda that terrorist organizations are already
using to inspire and bolster U.S. citizens who sympathize with radical Islamic ideology. We are
unfocused on the real threats.

Domestic Extremism Brief: Socialist Rifle Association

The Socialist Rifle Association (SRA) ranks are growing and have plans for a new construction
project. The Southern New England (SNE) Chapter is planning a new training facility that will be
accompanied with urban survival training such as "Stop the bleed" trauma care courses and
"urban gardening" workshops. The facility is dubbed the ComRADE Center which stands for
Community Range and Defense Education.

The SRA is an anti-capitalist, socialist, organization made up of far-left activists known for
violence. They are a pro-gun organization who have focused on training members to be
self-reliant in the event their anti-government goals are realized and society collapses. Their
bi-laws state they advocate the "firearms culture in America to combat the toxic, right-wing, and
exclusionary firearm culture in place today."

Debrief: Throughout the "George Floyd Protests" SRA members have made recurring
appearances to fight against perceived injustices and have organized violent direct actions
against police. They built up membership by recruiting Antifa and BLM militants. They've used
their resources to aid other radical-left militants and forge partnerships. Of note, back in March
the SRA provided body armor to the Tenacious Unicorn Ranch (TUR) in Colorado who claim to be
preparing to wage physical war against right leaning conservative groups. Members of the Front
Range Chapter regularly train and practice marksmanship at the Colorado ranch. Alliances and
recruitment efforts have increased this year. Look to see SRA coordinate with radical-left groups
like "Truckee Meadows John Brown Gun Club'', "Redneck Revolt", "NFAC," and "Latino Rifle
Association."

Jan 6 Riot: Oath Keeper Conspiracy Case

A rioter has pleaded guilty after facing 6 charges on crimes stemming from his activities at the
January 6th Capitol Riot.

Graydon Young is accused of conspiracy, obstruction of congressional proceedings, destruction
of government property, among other charges and is charged along with 16 others as part of the
"Oath Keepers Conspiracy Case."  He had previously been charged with document tampering for
deleting his personal Facebook page 2 days after the riot before he was under investigation. He
has agreed to cooperate.
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Robert Reeder, another Jan 6 activist, pleaded guilty to Parading, Demonstrating, or Picketing in a
Capitol Building.

Jon Schaffer, another Oath Keeper involved in the Jan 6 riot, also pleaded guilty.

More than a dozen others in the "Oath Keeper Conspiracy Case" have pleaded not-guilty. The
involved gained notoriety when they moved as a tactical unit forward through crowds and
"stacked" on the building for entry.

OATH KEEPERS- who are they?
They claim to be a non-partisan association but have historically leaned far right. They are
primarily composed of current and former military, police, and first responders. All races are
welcome and make up the diverse, though primarily white male, organization. They are known for
their members displaying Gadsen and US flags, wearing military style attire, and carrying
firearms. They are decentralized but highly organized. They have little to no history of violent
encounters or protests. They take a pledge to fulfill the oath all military and police take to “defend
the Constitution against all enemies, foreign and domestic.” They specifically aim not to obey
unconstitutional orders, such as orders to disarm the American people, to conduct warrantless
searches, or to detain Americans as “enemy combatants” in violation of their right to jury trial.
They are separate from the Three Percenters organization but this doesn't mean that an individual
can't align with both.

Debrief: The obvious comparison must be drawn again here. A great deal of manpower and
expenses have been dedicated to one day of rioting. The unlawful trespassing, vandalism, and
obstruction caused by the Jan 6 rioters should be investigated and proper charges brought. The
issue again is that for the past 390 consecutive days, far-left activists have destroyed cities,
assaulted officers and civilians, killed 24+, looted 10,000+ business, (I could go on)... but
Mainstream Media (MSM) ignores them. Even though 100s of Jan 6 rioters have been identified as
BLM/Antifa, MSM ignores giving the infiltration coverage. After John Sullivan (BLM activist)
stormed the capital and encouraged those around him to "burn" it down, he made $35k selling
video footage to CNN. He was subsequently charged for multiple offenses and was one of a few
agitators that made a blip on MSM coverage. MSM still reports on the riot saying it was "deadly"
and "5 killed" and continues to claim an officer was killed at the hands of rioters. The only fatality
was that of Ashli Babbitt (a military veteran who attempted to illegally enter the Capitol Building).
Expect to see non-violent groups (generally seen as patriotic) painted as domestic violent
extremists, (DVEs).

Domestic Terrorism Brief: National Strategy for Countering Domestic Terrorism

A first of its kind national strategy devoted solely to countering domestic terrorism was released
today. The 32 page strategy will increase information sharing among state/local LE and federal
agencies, increase spending at the DOJ/FBI, and probe contributing factors described in the
strategy as "systematic racism."

The Homeland Security Secretary stated the strategy is focused on, "The incitement of violence,
the drive to violence, the commission of violent acts."
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The Grayman Briefing Classified (GBC)

President Biden, in an address today said that the National Strategy for Countering Domestic
Terrorism “lays out a comprehensive approach to protecting our nation from domestic terrorism
while safeguarding our bedrock civil rights and civil liberties."

The strategies accompanying the fact-sheet calls for more scrutiny of public social media posts.
Currently, laws exist that enable the U.S. to charge sympathizers/supporters of foreign terrorist
organizations but none exist to charge domestic VEOs showing similar support. Growing talks in
the White House and FBI are calling for legal authority to levy terrorism charges against U.S.
citizens who make social media posts supporting activities such as the "Jan 6 riot."

Last week an unclassified FBI report identified QAnon as a violent extremist organization (VEO) as
it related the "Jan 6 riot" explaining that the "digital soldiers" have been militarized to take direct
actions in the real-world.

Debrief: The strategy has many efforts that could aid in preventing terrorism in the U.S. but some
of the outlined efforts blatantly disregard far-left "organized extremism" which continues to
plague major population centers with arson, looting, direct assaults, land seizures, and rioting.
The goal of the strategy is clear, counter far-right groups (many of which need to be investigated
and prosecuted.) The concern is that statistical analysis does not signify that far-right extremism
is a greater threat to national security/stability than far-left. Efforts should be focused based on a
priority of threats rather than centered on a current Administration's agenda and opponents.
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